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Care Package Goal Met
A Note From Our Founder
We are so pleased and honored to announce that
we have already met our 2015 goal to equip 20
more families with our care packages. Because
of your partnership, we have surpassed it by 5,
meaning 25 more families are being taken out of
extreme poverty. Thank you so much!
Moreover, FNTE is now officially a non-profit in
Burkina Faso, as it is in the U.S.A., and this
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requires my stamp and signature on the government records. Therefore, I will be
traveling to Burkina in August to complete the process, meet and train the new 25
families and bring you some exciting updates of the lasting difference you are
contributing to. As you know, meeting and presenting FNTE to governmental officials
can be very challenging. I will be humbled by your support, thoughts and prayer
during this unique trip.
Blessings on you,
Alfred K. Koala

25 Families Out of Poverty
Successes of Your Partnership

Details for each family
As our founder stated above, you are changing the family tree of a minimum of 325
people (25 familes x 13 members each) for generations. Each of the 25 families is
currently receiving our care package comprised of:
2 bulls and a plow
Yoke and chains
Vaccination of the bulls to ensure their health
A bag of rice to feed the family during the training
3 months training to ensure they can do it themselves
Mentor-ship from our local team and from the previous successful families
Last but not least, the most empowering message Alfred will deliver them in
August.
Expected results
The sustainable outcome of our programs is unparalleled and speaks for itself.
Each family is able to produce enough food to feed themselves: No more
starvation!
Each family sells their surplus, enabling them to afford the cost of education for
their children
Healthy and educated children, instead of starving and malnourished children
They are equipped, trained and empowered to help themselves
Each family gives the same care package to another family 5 years from now:
paying it forward!
Yes, your contribution to FNTE never dies out: It lives on and on and on...

Next on Our 2015 Goals
Clean water well
Not only are we beyond our 20 families goal, but also are close to providing a
new clean water well to another village of 5,500 people. With your partnership,
the population of the village of Zekemzougou will never have to drink dirty
water.
School classrooms
Would you like to build a classroom on FNTE's school property and name it
after your family?
Would you like to contribute to the construction of the walls?

Tega enjoying the clean water well.

School wall under construction.

"You were made to make a difference - Outlive your life"
-- a simple, but profound statement from Max Lucado -Make a lasting dent in the world with FNTE.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for your lasting partnership!
Want to know more about Feeding Nations Through Education? Please visit us at FNTE.

Join Our Mailing List!

Forward to a Friend!
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